Glue Options

Super Panoramic Poster – Glue Option 1

Description:
The Super Panoramic Poster (Super Pano) is made up of 8 broadsheet pages glued together to create an extra-large panoramic feature.

The poster is currently available as a centre spread on Broadsheet products and can be printed on various newsprint stocks, i.e. standard 42.5gsm, 52gsm improved, 60gsm improved.

Lead Time:
Up to 3 to 4 weeks, dependent upon choice of newsprint.

Key Considerations:
Can print on standard or higher grammage.
Can run within the centre of a broadsheet section (in principle around the outside of a broadsheet section).
Design should take into account how the Super Pano is folded to minimise ink-set off or marking.
Pagination limitations apply.
Description:
The Barn door consists of a broadsheet page glued down each edge of a single page, this single page is then slit down the centre creating two half pages which open up.

Lead Time:
5 weeks

Key Considerations:
Page position and pagination will need to be locked down at point of order.

This can be printed on any grammage.